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Hello!
I am Wendy Story

✖ Principal at Shades Cahaba Elementary School
✖ Former Assistant Principal, 

Technology Specialist, & 2nd Grade Teacher

✖ Tech Enthusiast
✖ Mom 
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I’m a principal, a former technology specialist, and teacher, an avid early adopter of 
technology, but most importantly, a mom. When we talk today, I will use my 
experience as all of these to help teach you what I know. But please know, each of 
you has your own unique family dynamics, with different needs. I only share what I 
have applied to my own child.

For my knowledge - how many of you have kids that are elementary age? Middle 
school? High school?
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Attendees, please scan the QR code for a copy of this presentation.
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Think
✖ How many devices do you use on a daily 

basis?
✖ How many devices do your children use 

daily?
✖ As a family, how many devices do you 

use?
✖ How many times do you use Google a 

day?
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Take a minute - open the notes app and jot down your answers to these questions



13.1 Billion
Connected devices worldwide

This number is expected to be 29.4 Billion in 
2030. This is a 350% increase.
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Cisco Internet of Things 
01/2023



20.2
The average house in the U.S. now has 20.2 

connected devices, according to a new report 
based on an analysis of 41 million homes and 

1.8 billion connected devices
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Forbes.com 
8/2022



3.6
The average person has 3.6 connected devices
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Cisco Internet of Things 
01/2023
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Our kids are inundated with technology. We tend to think of “phones” and tablets 
when discussing devices for kids. What about gaming systems? Watches? 
Computers? How about Alexa or Homepod? Airpods and now sunglasses - all 
capturing our data, our kids data, effortlessly. How can we as parents create children 
that can use this power appropriately and safely? It’s a lot.
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1. Right Time?

2. Device Contracts

3. Parental Rights

4. Apps and Games

5. Hard and Fast Rule

6. Healthy Habits

7. Right Tech? Resources

8. Questions

We’re going to touch on these topics today. I could spend an hour talking about each 
of these on their own - so please know, I’m trying to provide you with a broad scope of 
kids and technology. 



1.
Right Time?
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When is the Right Time?
✖ Every family has different needs
✖ Gradual release of responsibility
✖ Device contracts
✖ Consider device and apps/games 
✖ TEACH! 
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With this presentation - I want you to hear me say, each family has different needs. 
My Story - For us, our daughter started with a tablet. I ensured it was locked down 
and only had educational apps that she used when sitting with me. our daughter was 
a competitive dancer and we traveled all over the southeast from 2nd-6th grade. 
When she was in 4th grade, we decided it was time to get her a phone - not because 
we thought she was ready to handle texting and social media, but because she 
needed to be able to communicate with us as we were in large convention centers 
and she may be with other families. When she was in 6th grade, we got her an apple 
watch. I knew it would work easily with her phone and I wanted her to be able to 
contact me if her phone was dead and I could track her if she left her phone behind. 
She’s extremely active and she wanted to track her workouts. 

Gradual Release - With this, we instituted a gradual release of responsibility. We 
started by telling her for the first two years that this was our family phone. We did 
NOT give this to her as a birthday or Christmas present. It was a random day of the 
year. We didn’t want to tie the phone as a gift to her. We were letting her borrow our 
phone for the times we felt she may need it and at no time was she to just carry the 
phone around. We had very strict rules such as she could only have the contacts I put 
in the phone and she was unable to add anyone without our permission - also a 
parent control. If she made a reference to ‘her’ phone, I would correct her and say, oh 
I’m sorry - you mean our family phone. I also made it a point to take the family phone 
like I needed it - to reinforce that anyone could use it. 

Device Contracts - When we introduced the phone, we went over a device contract 



that she signed and my husband and I both signed. It still hangs on our refrigerator 
and the rules STILL apply to this day. In fact, I reviewed it with her last month and 
reminded her of our rules. We’ll touch base on these in a bit

Consider the right time not only for devices - but for apps you allow. Different needs 
may determine the apps your family uses. I encourage a gradual release of 
responsibility with apps as well. 

When the time is right - remember - you have to teach kids how to use these devices. 
Correct them and point out when mistakes are made. We’ll talk about the importance 
of consequences, but remember these should come only after you have taught the 
expectation. If kids don’t know, use it as a learning opportunity. 



2.
Device Contracts
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Device Contract
✖ Determine beforehand what is most 

important
✖ Be a united front
✖ Use as a teaching tool
✖ Post in a place that is seen frequently
✖ Reference contract frequently
✖ Apply consequences
✖ CONTRACT
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r3MyWuPA3G3nuIan-X0nkDn-ZRvcRUke/view?usp=sharing


2.
Parental Rights
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Don’t Worry

✖ Mrs. Strictest Mom in Town
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I apparently already hold the crown for the strictest mom in town - so you have 
nothing to worry about by being here. 

Conversation about being the strictest mom with technology - we’re about to get into 
the nitty gritty of the presentation



Parental Rights

✖ You are the parent.
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✖ Clear and consistent expectations
✖ Frequent, unannounced checks

○ Check ALL accounts
○ Read texts and emails
○ Search internet history
○ Look at the photos

You are the parent. They are the child - at 5 years, 10 years, 16 years - until you 
deem they are independent of thought and decision-making. You. Are. The. Parent.

Be sure to set clear and consistent expectations. Kids should know exactly where 
your line is. You should have clear expectations on When to text, 
who to text, appropriate times of day to text (not during school hours - and if they text 
you, your response should be, ask to see the nurse, no I can’t come get you, do not 
text me during school - pay attention to your teacher, etc) Expectations around types 
of apps and games to play, what to do if they come across an inappropriate website - 
make it safe to come tell you - if you act mad or shocked, they’ll eventually quit telling 
you. Expectations should exist for what to do at a friends house, or at an after school 
activity. 

Along with clear expectations - consistent expectations are equally important. If you 
waffle on one app that bends your rule, kids are going to push for it more and more. If 
you allow kids to text you during the day one time, it will continue. This can be the 
hardest part - being consistent. Stay the course.

You are the parent - your child should expect you to check their accounts, read their 
texts and emails, look through their browsing history and photos. It requires time as a 
parent - if you’re not prepared to do these things, you may want to revisit if it’s the 
right time. 



3.
Apps and Games
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Apps and Games
✖ There are too many apps and games to 

list
✖ Do your research - Common Sense Media
✖ Check the device frequently
✖ Apps disguised
✖ Social media: Instagram, TikTok, 

Snapchat, Facebook, YouTube
✖ Social games: Among Us, MineCraft, 

Roblox, FortNite
✖ Video Streaming
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Do your research - know what you want your child to have on their device - read the 
terms - know what data is being collected
Apps should be downloaded with your permission
Check the device frequently for ALL apps - do this under settings to see the full list 
of apps (not visually as apps can be hidden). If you don’t recognize an app or know 
what it is used for - research it (but remember that consistent expectation - if they 
have downloaded an app without your approval - what is the consequence?) 
Remember - apps can be disguised as something else - An icon for a calculator can 
be a separate photo app with hidden photos. If you don’t recognize the app - check it 
out - question it, delete it - don’t take it at face value. 
Social media apps - All of these apps have a requirement that you must be 13 to use 
- instagram, TikTok, Snapchat, Facebook, youtube, etc. All of these apps now have 
video reels that are autogenerated and out of your control. If you’re not prepared for 
your child to be exposed to cussing, drugs, alcohol use, nudity, or sex - they should 
not have these apps. Period. Many feature vanishing messaging or at the least 
private messaging. If you allow these apps, remember, you should also be checking 
the messaging content on these. In addition, these apps allow for multiple accounts. A 
rule you may want to consider is any account created must be done with your 
permission and you should friend them with your own account to follow them. It is 
common for kids to have a General account where their polished images are placed 
and a Spam account where their real life content is posted. They now want joint 
accounts with friends. Know ALL OF THEM. A way to check is when you know your 
child is on Instagram or any app, take their phone and quickly toggle the icon - it will 
jump to any account they have. 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews


Social Games - Games like Among Us, Minecraft, Roblox, FortNite - all rely on social 
gaming - where you connect with multiple people to enjoy the game. All of these 
games allow your kids to interact with ANYONE in the world. Teach your kids that who 
they think they are talking to could be a 50 year old man in the basement. Paint a 
scary picture. It’s okay. Because it is scare. 
Video Streaming - Know that there is a Netflix Kids setting and YouTube Kids that 
lets you set parental controls on what can be seen. Know that one show that may be 
harmless with girl drama is rated TV-14, another show with broader relationship/more 
mature content can also be TV-14. I JUST changed my daughter’s Netflix access to 
regular in December and she’s almost 15. 
our daughter is allowed to play Minecraft because we have our own server and only 
allow her known friends to play. She is not allowed to play on the open internet. We 
additionally allow her to have Instagram. I initially controlled all the content that was 
posted. Her account was on MY phone and we would post together so that she could 
LEARN how to post, how to respond - We then downloaded the app on her phone just 
last year once I felt we had a good gradual release. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=levReirzSYM


4.
Hard and Fast Rule
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My Hard and Fast Rule
✖ Zero communication with the outside 

world. 
✖ If an app or game has a chat feature that 

cannot be turned off, it is an immediate 
no. 
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That statement. Period. If a game or app allows a chat feature that cannot be turned 
off, it is an immediate and hard no. If I’m not sure, I put it back on our daughter. She 
has to read the terms and if anywhere it states there is an online chat feature that 
cannot be turned off, nope. Then if she tells me it does not, I go and read the terms - 
She knows I’m going to do this, so she doesn’t try to lie - again clear and consistent 
expectations. This is why we don’t allow Roblox, Fortnite, AmongUs or anything like it. 



6.
Healthy Habits
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Healthy Habits

✖ Kids are watching YOU: Be a model
✖ No device in the bedroom: laptop, 

Chromebook, phone, iPad, etc
✖ Turn in phone on parent nightstand
✖ Screen time
✖ It’s okay for kids to be bored.
✖ Smart Watch manners
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Model -how often are you on your device? Do you put your device face down when 
having conversations. Do you check it every time someone texts?

Smart Watch - so helpful as parents given the unfortunate times we live in. I 
understand as a parent AND educator. The watch is becoming a more increasing 
disruptor within the classroom environment. Can you imagine if you had ease of 
access to your parents in elem school how many times you would ask them to come 
get you?  Be sure to set the expectations just like you do with phones - know how to 
silence, not respond during school



Healthy Habits
✖ Distracted walking
✖ Earbud safety and manners
✖ Discuss manners 

○ Texting/Facetiming past certain time
○ Device facedown in conversation
○ No devices at dinner table

✖ Set up Parental Controls
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Distracted walking - walking and texting, watching videos/reading while walking - 
increased injury

Earbud safety - not while walking to and from car. If out for a walk or run should have 
none or one earbud in (one and run)
Earbud manners - should take out when someone talks to them - NOT pressing 
pause and leaving them in



7.
Right Tech? 

Resources for Parents
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Right Tech? Resources for Parents
✖ Each other!
✖ Google
✖ Common Sense Media
✖ Wait Until 8th
✖ Device contract
✖ Parent Resources
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https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.waituntil8th.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r3MyWuPA3G3nuIan-X0nkDn-ZRvcRUke/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GQJ5LWbYn244jjzqyEP2TuuRAoks_YMw2gUf1agjaRU/edit?usp=sharing


Questions?
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